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This comprehensive guide to the "Star Wars" series of films follows on from the re-release of the

first three films. Everything from the smugglers' spaceport on Abregado-Rae and technical

explanations of the Millennium Falcon's acceleration compensator is covered.
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Since 1977, the Star Wars universe, conceived by George Lucas, has been explored by authors

and artists eager to build on the foundation laid by the blockbuster movies. The Star Wars

Encyclopedia is the essential guide to every detail of the history, planets, vehicles, politics, aliens,

and weapons described in countless books, comics, stories, and (of course) movies. You'll find

extraordinary details about old favorites here--for instance, did you know that Luke Skywalker

helped rescue Han and Leia's children from the dark side of the Force? Or that the primary food of

Jawas is the hubba gourd? Endless hours of browsing pleasure await you, from A-1 Deluxe Floater

(a luxury air speeder) to ZZ-4Z (Han Solo's housekeeping droid). Each item is cross-referenced to

the book, movie, or comic in which it appears, but fans looking for "real-life" information about the

Star Wars phenomenon won't find it here--this is strictly a resource for those who want to keep track

of how all the stories and characters fit together, the clothes they wear, the foods they eat, and the

planets they call home. --Therese Littleton --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.



YA-Pulling together data from all of the official sources of Star Wars information, Sansweet presents

this alphabetically arranged volume on characters, planets, weapons, technology, events, and just

about anything else that appears in any of the various comics, movies, books, toys, and collectibles

currently available. Made for easy browsing, the entries lead to cross references and

interconnections as needed. Fans may spend hours serendipitously flipping pages back and forth

reading entries as well as perusing the countless full-color photographs, black-and-white sketches,

and cartoons. A "Source Code and Bibliography" listing provides the key to the sources and

complete bibliographic information used. The time line aides the chronological understanding of the

epic story. Serious fans will find this a major source of helpful facts presented in a useful

format.Pam Johnson, Fairfax County Public Library, VACopyright 1998 Reed Business Information,

Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

I bought this mostly for the nostalgia. If you were ever really into the expanded universe based on

the original trilogy, this encyclopedia will give you flashbacks to your favorite books and characters

as you flip through the pages. In case you overlooked the publication date, this does not include

Episodes 1-3 or any of the post-Disney rewrite of history.

I was so happy to find this and finally own it for myself! Childhood memories of checking this book

out from the public library came flooding back when I opened it. It is the best Star Wars

Encyclopedia I have ever encountered, mostly because it covers the Expanded Universe - which is

important to me because of all the characters, places and events that I read about in the books. So

if you love Star Wars and the Expanded Universe, this is a real treasure!!

Great nostalgic book. Even though there are newer versions, this is still enjoyable. I got it as a gift

and it didn't disappoint.

Great book of knowledge for any Star Wars fan. I use it from time to time to reference various

things, though I hate to admit that I know quite a bit of this stuff already! Overall, a perfect purchase

for any true Star Wars fan!

Book is ok for reading refrences but not for pictures. Mostly it is small paragraphs on each charactor

or item from the movies, and would like to see more pictures but this is an older book. It will do in a

pinch for an easy quick refrence to your favorite charactor or scene. Book came in good shape, nice



binding and clean pages. Easy to read print , and book dust cover intact.

I remember when this book was released to sell. I had seen it several times and at that time,I was

unable to afford it.Even though it's long out of date there is still much relevant information in it.Glad I

found it and for the price I paid,Was Most Definately worth it.

A good book for background on characters and places. I bought this book used, but it was still in

really good condition. A little brief on some things, but covers the important stuff pretty well. Has

pictures of most characters and prominent objects and ships. No large pictures. Good quality paper

and print.

This book opened the door even wider into the marvelous world of Star Wars. Having read through

the encyclopedia twice I now see aliens and characters that I never knew were more than

backdrops for a scene. This book tells of planets, plants, animals, droids, and characters that I had

no idea existed. A must have for anyone wanting to delve deeper into nearly every aspect of the

original Star Wars Trilogy and books written since.
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